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Sunday, August 27. 2006

PSPX48: a HP48 Calculator emulator v1.0.5

Hi All,

Holidays ended, and it's time now to go back to school, so here is another useful
thing to put on your PSP :

A new release of PSPX48 the Hp48 calculator emulator !

 First i would like to thanks my friend jer666 for his beautiful icons and background image . 

What's new in this version ? 

- Add new beautiful icons and background designed by Jer666 !
- New user interface with menus and usefull options
- Display battery usage
- Add Help window with all PSP shortkeys
- Save configuration file option
- Screenshot image option
- PNG images instead of BMP (smaller images)
- Toogle between analog and digital pad option
- New keyboard handler and new mapping

The HP48 documentation is there : user guide

As far as i know Helwet Packard graciously began allowing HP48 bios to be downloaded in 2000 (you need it, but it is
NOT part of my PSPX48 package because it's not GNU !).

This rom can easily be found here : hpcalc

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it here :
zx81's forum on dcemu network  (you will have to rename it 'rom' (without extention))

As always, the package is under GPL Copyright and sources are included.

PSPX48 v1.0.5

If you want to add two more slots of memory to your HP48 download and unzip also this archive :

PSPX48 mem slots

  Enjoy,

        Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in HP 48 at 23:33
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Saturday, August 26. 2006

PSPXTI: A TI-92 Calculator emulator v1.0.7

Hi All,

Holidays ended, and it's time now to go back to school, so here is something useful
to put on your PSP :

A new release of PSPXTI the TI-92 calculator emulator !

 First i would like to thanks my friend jer666 for his beautiful icons and background image . 

What's new in this version ? 

- Add new beautiful icons and background designed by Jer666 !
- New user interface with menus and usefull options
- Add Help window with all PSP shortkeys
- Save configuration file option
- Screenshot image option
- PNG images instead of BMP (smaller images)
- Toogle between analog and digital pad option
- New keyboard handler and new mapping
- Bug fix (keyboard freeze etc ...)

You need the rom of your TI-92 or TI-92 plus, but it is NOT part of the PSPXTI package because it is the property of
Texas Instruments !

Many TI92 stuff can be found on the following urls : 

 http://ti83khdv.online.fr 
http://www.ticalc.org
http://education.ti.com

This version works with 2.xFW. and 1.5FW.

pspxti-v1.0.7.zip

It's distributed under GNU licence and sources are included.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it here :
zx81's forum on dcemu network 

Here is a PDF version of the manual : TI 92+ manual

   Enjoy,      
        
                  Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in TI 92 at 23:55
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Friday, August 25. 2006

Huge thanks to the generous donators!

Huge thanks to all the generous donators  ! 

Thanks to you, i've got now a new memory stick dedicated for homebrew development, and it's much more convenient . 

The goal is now to develop and fill this memory stick with many many new homebrew and emulator / game ports ... My
all life won't be long enough to achieve this task lol 

Thanks again,

                 Zx

 Posted by zx-81 in Events at 19:57

PSPVBA: No longer updated and maintained ....

Exophase has released a new full speed GBA emulator for the PSP with awesome performances !

PSPVBA will never reach full speed, since it used classical software emulation technics, that can't be compared to JIT
(Just In Time) recompiler based emulators ... 

PSPVBA is dead, long life to Gameplay PSP (gPSP, the new GBA emu), and i have to say that i'm really impressed by
the work of Exophase , and i'm waitting for new releases !

     Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in GameBoy Adv at 19:34
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Monday, August  7. 2006

PSP-FTPD: A FTP Server on your PSP v0.3.8

Hi All,

Here is a new release of PSP-FTPD the FTP server for your PSP. 

What's new in version 0.3.8 :

  - Add battery status
  - Add memory stick free space status
  - Display FTP commands received from clients

How to use it ? 

   Have a look to the README.txt file.

One binary version for 1.5 FW and sources are included in this zip archive :
pspftpd-v0.3.8.zip

            Enjoy,  

                      Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in FTP Server at 21:07
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Sunday, August  6. 2006

PSPFtp : A command Line Ftp client on your PSP (v1.0)

Hi All,

PSPFtp is a simple command line FTP software to communicate with a FTP server on your PSP.
It's based on the work of PSPPet and PSPKrazy and it has been developped by LiQuiD8d nearly a year ago (see here
for details and earlier versions).

I've worked a little bit on it, and here is the change log :

- Port to new SDK
- Fix DHCP issue (work fine on 1.5FW now !)

A binary version for 1.5FW and sources are included in this zip archive :
pspftp-v1.0.zip

  Enjoy,

               Zx.

 Posted by zx-81 in FTP Client at 20:27
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Thursday, August  3. 2006

PSPVBA: GameBoy Advance Emulator for PSP v1.2.4

Hi All,

Here is a new version of PSPVBA the GameBoy Advance Emulator for PSP, 
which is a bit faster compared to v1.2.3 (up to 3% on v-rally 3)  !
 
 This version works for FW 1.5 AND 2.x   

What's new in version 1.2.4 :

- Improve the code of the graphic stuff (up to 3% faster)
- Improve the code of the ARM emulator (faster)
- Add BIOS file support (see the README)
- Add option to adjust the sound quality
- Add option to delete files (in the file selector)
- Bug fix in the save settings code
- Merge the code for 1.5FW and 2.xFW

How to use it ?

Have a look to the README.txt file !

This package is under GPL Copyright, read COPYING file for more information about it.

For 1.5 firmware :  pspvba-v1.2.4-fw15.zip

For 2.x firmware :  pspvba-v1.2.4-fw2x.zip

            Enjoy,           

                   Zx.

If you want to discuss on this emulator, you can do it here :
zx81's forum on dcemu network 

 Posted by zx-81 in GameBoy Adv at 20:34
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